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Welcome to Maso Azzurro Charming B&B 
OUTDOOR EXPERIENCES AND SMALL GUIDE 

Maso Azzurro is in the Brenta Dolomites area that are UNESCO HERITAGE 
for their incredible beauty. 
The Chalet is in a protected area that is the RESERVE OF THE NATURAL 
PARK OF ADAMELLO BRENTA, where are living special animals and plants 
as the brown bears, eagles, deers and many others. it’a a true paradise of 
biodiversity. Adamello Brenta it’s also GEOPARK, due to the fact that the 
mountains have a special unique conformation. 
Last but not least here is also a BIOSPHERE UNESCO, that it means that the 
man’s life  and work is in completely harmony with the nature, there is a great 
relation between human activities  and the nature around. 
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Check here what you can do from Maso Azzurro.  
All seasons are beautiful, you can always go hiking and trekking but choose 
your adventure checking the weather and conditions.  
We have a great position from where is easy to explore all this beauty: 
BRENTA DOLOMITES, LAKES and the NATURAL PARK. 

We can help you with your adventures, we have free maps of biking, 
trekking, climbing, via ferrate and we can book for you experiences as 
paragliding, canyoning, horse riding, and guided tour for special 
mountains trails and much more!  
At Maso Azzurro You can also enjoy our MOUNTAIN LIBRARY with 
explanation about animals and plants of this area. 
We also have maps to visit the most beautiful Italian mountain village from 
the middle age (Rango, San Lorenzo, Airone, Canale di Tenno) 

General Seasonal Info 
Best period to go hiking from march/april to october. Same for biking, ride 
horse, canyoning and do some watching wild life. 
Best period to ski and enjoy the white and winter vibes is from end of 
november to february. 
Seasonal Must  
Spring: Blooming is just unforgettable 
Summer: Go swimming in one of the amazing alpine lakes around here 
Autumn: Discover the red and gold Foliage of the forest,  
Winter: Enjoy Ski, Snowshoes tours and Christmas market 

Here you can find our selections of experience for you, details follow on next 
pages. 
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FOOD 

It’s nice to call, first you can reserve and second you can check about 
seasonal opening. 

Half board is available at Flora Restaurant Hotel in Stenico 
€15 LUNCH and €18 DINNER (salad, main course, second and for dinner 
dessert) +39 0465 701549 

Our favorites local restaurants are:  
Pizzeria Ristorante Dologno, Stenico (3 minutes by car) +39 0465 701761 
L’Osteria, Stenico (10 minutes by foot)+39 334 9418111 
Fiore, Poia, (5 minutes by car) +39 0465 701401 
Maso Marocc, Poia (5 minutes by car)+39 0465 702702 
Il Ritorno, San Lorenzo (10 minutes by car) +39 340 3175054 
Ristoro Dolomiti di Brenta, San Lorenzo (13 minutes by car) +39 0465 734052 
Ristorante Brenta, Stenico (10 minutes by car)+39 0465 322350 
Ristorante Nembia, Nembia (10 minutes) +39 0465 730083 

Rifugi 
San Pietro, direction Tenno, (15 minutes by car or Hiking) 
Rifugio il Cacciatore, Val d’Ambiez (only by Jeep or hiking) 
Rifugio la Roda, Paganella 2000 (only with cableway or hiking) 
Rifugio Pinzolo al Doss  del Sabion (only with cableway or hiking) 

Food Shops 
Big shops to buy food are located in Ponte Arche 
(2 minutes by car). 
Small food market in Stenico e Villa Banale 

Wine Tasting: 
Cantina Toblino, Sarche (10 minutes by car) 
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EXPERIENCES 

RENTAL EBIKE at Maso Azzurro 
€35 Ebikes MTB for 1 day 
Nice and easy way to discover  
The Natural Parc  
Tenno Lake  
Rango and many other beautiful spots 

RENTAL CANOE at Maso Azzurro  
€29 all day 
A super nice way to live the lakes Molveno, Tenno, Nembia and Garda.  
One of our guest’s favorite experience. 
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HORSE RIDING 
Maneggio, Andalo 1 hour tour 
+39 0461 585900 
Ranch Fiore, Poia 
+39 347 195 2937 

ALPINE GUIDE 
 Mountain Friends +0465 502111 

MANY ADVENTURES (Via Ferrate etc) 
MMoveit +39 334 2193862 

TANDEM PARAGLIDING 
Piero +39 389 1498094 

FISHING GUIDE 
Gianni Schergna +39 360 422422 
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KAYAK 
Parco Fluviale Novella +39 329.836610 

SKI AREA 
Paganella Ski- Andalo +39 0461 58 55 88 

SWIMMING POOL & SPA 
Aqua in, Andalo +39 0461 589850 
Piscina Ambiez, San Lorenzo  
Grand Hotel, Comano +39 0465 701421 
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HIKING/TREKKING 
SOFT HIKING-FROM 1 TO 2 HOURS 
1.Waterfalls Rio Bianco Stenico and Botanical Garden 
2.Bosco Arte 
3.Stenico Castle 

WILD HIKING-FROM 2 TO 4 HOURS 
4.Monte Casale 
5.Val d’Algone 
6.Val d’Ambiez 
7.Val Lomasona 

HIKING AT LAKES AND MIDDLE AGE 
VILLAGES 
8.Molveno Lake and Trekking Trails around 
9.Nembia 
10.Tenno e Canale di Tenno 
11.Toblino and the Castle SOFT HIKING  

1. WATERFALL RIO BIANCO and BOTANICAL 
GARDEN (1 hour) 
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From Maso Azzurro you can go by foot to Stenico (1 km, 10 minutes) or by 
car parking at the parking space at the entrance of the park information. 
Enjoy the smooth hiking watching the waterfall and following the trail in the 
forest. 

2. BOSCO ARTE (1 hour) 
Park in the main square. Close to the church there is signal to Bosco Arte. A 
unique itinerary where the works of international artistis come togheter in 
nature, made exclusively with plant material from the forest or carved on 
repositioned logs. 

3. STENICO  CASTLE (2 hours) 
Park your car down to the Castle. Enjoy the mysterious middle age castle. 
Since time immemorial Stenico has featured an ancient castle, once known 
as a great social venue by the local aristocracy. 
High above the village of Stenico in the Giudicarie valley towers Castel 
Stenico, one of the oldest castles all over the region and of utmost strategic 
importance. 
Its history is inextricably linked with the past of the prince bishops of Trento, 
who owned the castle until the 18th century. When in the 18th century the 
country was occupied by Napoleon and its troops, the castle began to decay 
and decline. In 1975 the castle was finally handed over to the authorities of 
Trento. Since then it has been hosting exhibitions, competitions of modern 
art and photography as well as archeological collections. 
A mighty wall surrounds the castle in the south, while in the north an 
outer courtyard secludes the building. Opposite to the outer courtyard, 
there is the Palazzo Romanico. While the so-called Torre della Fame, the 
tower of hunger, is the oldest part of the castle, the S. Martino chapel 
with its precious romanic frescoes dates back to the 13th century. 
Definitely worth seeing is also a hall called Sala del Camino Nero. 
Open From 10 to 17. Monday is closed. 0465 771004
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HIKING ADVENTURES 
 
Please plan your adventure checking heather forecast and conditions. 
Remind to have water with you and also food, check before the departure if 
refugee are open. All this tour are easy but if you like to have a guide just ask us. 

4. MONTE CASALE (3 Hours) 
Amazing view on 5 lakes 

From Comano follow the road and 
park at the radio mast. Follow the 
forest road uphill (or the shorter but 
steeper hiking path through the 
forest) and reach the junction at Le 
Quadre (1,450 m asl.) after about 1 
hour.  Than proceed to the marker 
no. 411 towards Capanna Don Zio. 
The wide alpine meadows is the last 
section up to the summit. Pass the 

Don Zio Mountain Hut (only opened in high season) and reach the summit after a 
few minutes. Enjoy a  stunning panoramic view: from the Valle dei Laghi valley 
with the well-visible lakes of Toblino and Santa Massenza until the deep blue Lake 
Garda. 
On the way you can enjoy also the view of see alpine meadows full of orchids, 
globe flowers, peonies and myriads of herbs. In early morning it’s easy to see 
many rowdeers. 
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5. VAL D’ALGONE (Many Trails-from 1 to 6 Hours) 
Wild Forest and Panoramic View  

From Movlina Parking 
Plase note: do not follow google maps. Take the withe road of the right after the 
waterfall with clear signal Val D’Algone. Buy your car Ticket in front of Brenta 
Restaurant. Pass Nambi Malga (good Cheese there) and reach the top by car. 
Once you park at the top of the mountain in Movlina, follow the road and signals. 
From here you can go to many trails. We like Valagola alpine lake (2 hours- our 
suggestion) or go to Rifugio XXII Apostoli (5.30- amazing but a bit hard if you are 
not in shape) 
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6. VAL D’AMBIEZ (from 2 to 4 Hours, also possible by 
taxi jeep) 
A  True Good DOLOMITI Vibes  

Starting point Ristoro Dolomiti di Brenta at the entrance of the Val d’Ambiez.  
From here you can go by foot to Rifugio Cacciatore or reach rifugio cacciatore by 
taxi jeep and hike up to Rifugio Sant Agostino. 
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7. VAL LOMASONA (3 Hours) 
The Secret Valley 

This is a nice secret 
Valley from where you 
can reach in the 
humid forest Rifugio 
San Pietro for a nice 
Lunch with amazing 
view 

8.Molveno Lake and Trails Tour 
Fresh waters and Brenta Dolomites 

Hiking around Molveno and Nembia Lake Biotope is a beautiful experience 
during every month. 
From the beach of Molveno where is beautiful to swim because is one of the 
cleanest lake in Italy,  you can also have a nice view on the snowy Brenta 
Dolomites. there is a beautiful walking path that proceeds along the lake to the 
forest and further to the waterfall at the Ponte Romano, an arch bridge from the 
13th century. 
if you like you can go up to Baita ai Fortini di Napoleone. To reach the hut leave 
the path around the lake. 
If you like there are also some amazing trails from Molveno up village and you 
can decide if you prefer to catch the cabin lift or if you prefer to go by foot. 
There're many amazing point view and refuges along the way. 
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9. NEMBIA LAKE 
Chilling in the Green Nature a WWF Reserve 

Nembia is a sweet amazing lake. Nice to have a swim is a gorgeous place 
where to stop eating or a small walk around the beach.  
Our suggestion: Nembia Restaurant for lunch or a beer on the terrace 
watching the lake. 

10. TENNO LAKE AND CANALE DI TENNO VILLAGE 
A perfect day tour 

This is another must. This lake is magic 
and it’s nice to spend a day there. 
around the lake you can walk and join 
Canale di tenno that is a true beauty of 
middle age mountain village. 
our suggestion: go up by car to Rifugio 
san Pietro to eat or have a coffee. 
Amazing View on Garda Lake 
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11.  TOBLINO AND THE CASTLE 

A nice lake is also toblino, close to Sarca River. Here you can walk see the 
Castle and also enjoy a wine tasting at the Cantina Toblino. 
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ENJOY!!! 
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Maso Azzurro Charming B&B 
www.bbtrentinomasoazzurro.com 
Let’s keep in touch!Follow us on 

https://www.instagram.com/masoazzurro/ 
#MasoAzzurro

http://www.bbtrentinomasoazzurro.com
https://www.instagram.com/masoazzurro/

